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12-minute Pilates Workout

Conforms to CE
High-quality materials, strict 
quality controls.

Flat placement
No tripping thanks to flat 
placement on the floor.

Slip-proof
Surface structure and special  
foam technology prevent slipping.

Multifunctional
Versatile application. Indoors,   
outdoors and in water.

Hygienic
Simple to clean, antimicrobial   
finishing.

Long life span
Hard-wearing material for many 
years of use.

Water repellent
Closed cell foam. No penetration  
of water or dirt.

Absorbing
Yielding and supportive, protection  
against injuries.

Comfortable
Soft, supple and  cushioning 
insulating.

Characteristics of AIREX® mats

AIREX® QUALITY PRODUCTS
MULTIFUNCTIONAL TRAINING PRODUCTS FOR FITNESS,  
HEALTH CARE AND REHABILITATION

AIREX® gymnastic mats are multi-purpose mats for indoor and outdoor applications  
and available in a range of colours and sizes. We also offer a special range of AIREX® 
pro ducts for aquatic fitness and balance training.  

Tangibly better
The innovative, closed-cell foam of the AIREX® mats was developed over many years  
of work. The extremely hard-wearing material is on the one hand supportive and on the 
other hand warm, soft and absorbing. Joints, tendons and muscles can thereby be 
trained extremely gently and effi ciently.

For more information, please contact your local AIREX® distributor or visit our website  
at www.bebalanced.net.

Successful recipes for bodywork
AIREX® products play an important 
role in physiotherapy and rehabilita-
tion. Developed according to the latest 
 findings, AIREX® mats and balance 
products assist therapists in success-
fully rehabilitating their clients. 

Sport and fun with safety
AIREX® products provide the best  
conditions to actively prevent the risk 
of injury in school and club sporting  
activities. Fun and fitness are included. 

Made-to-measure training
Fitness, prevention and integrated 
training methods call for first-class 
quality. This quality expresses itself  
in the numerous advantages of the 
 AIREX® products.

Harmony of body and soul
The extra supple Pilates and Yoga mats 
from AIREX® offer the highest level  
of comfort. This makes them the  
perfect pad for all whole-body training 
techniques. 

Like a workout on clouds
The BeBalanced!® line from AIREX® 
opens totally new possibilities to 
achieve a maximum training effect 
with a minimum expenditure of  
energy.

Manfactured by:
Airex AG
5643 Sins, Switzerland
www.airex-mats.com
www.bebalanced.net

Fitness
Prevention

Pilates
Yoga

Club sport
School sport



12 MINUTES
PILATES FOR A HEALTHY BACk

Pilates Basics
The six Pilates principles
– Control/Stabilisation
– Centering
– Flow
– Precision
– Breath
– Concentration

J.H. Pilates formulated six original principles that will both establish and improve the quality 
of your workout. These concepts are not limited to Pilates, but can be applied to any exer-
cise, indoors or out, and ultimately to all aspects of your daily life. While working out there 
should not be any pain at all. If there is an discomfort while performing an exercise please 
stop. Make sure you have seen a doctor before working out.

The results of this discipline are:
– Strength
– Efficient movement
– Coordination
– Improved flexibility
– Flowing movement
– Rejuvenation
– Self-awareness
– Improved posture
– Mental and physical stability

AIREX® 12-minute Workout
This programme is a mixture of some of the most important Pilates exercises. Just take 12 
minutes everyday and after each workout you will feel refreshed and rejuvenated. This pro-
gramme promotes flexibility and strength as well as stability for the spine, creates a body 
that is supple and strong; and will teach you how the muscles function to support and to 
protect the spine. Repeat every exercise 8–12 times. All Pilates exercises initiate from the 
muscles of the abdominals, lower back and pelvis. In Pilates we call this area the «power-
house». Always pull your navel in and up to maintain stability and protect your back. Have 
the feeling of lengthening your spine instead of jamming it into the mat. Breathe in through 
your nose and out through your mouth. To get the most out of your workout, look for a quiet 
space where you can concentrate. For your safe base we suggest the AIREX® YogaPilates 
190 – enjoy!

Pilates Checklist
– AIREX® YogaPilates 190 Mat
– Comfortable Clothing
– Quiet place
– Right time
– You need to be pain free in order to work out
– Always initiate from your «powerhouse»
– Repeat every exercise 8–12 times

2. Half Roll Down

Transition: From Hundred, bend knees into chest, 
hands behind thighs rock up to a sitting position.
Set up
knees bent, feet on floor or under strap, hands  
behind knees (keep hands there throughout),  
legs hug midline.
Action
Inhale: rock back on the vertebra at a time until 
the arms straighten.
Exhale: Sequentially roll back up while
maintaining C-curve of the spine.

3. Single Leg Circles

Transition: From Half Roll Down, stay on your back; 
arms come along side your body.
Set up
Bend your legs and place both feet hip width apart 
on the mat. Extend one leg up to the ceiling, keep 
knee soft.
Action
First cross top leg over towards the opposite 
shoulder, circle around and accent to the center 
up. Reverse the circle, opening no wider than 
shoulder width to change legs bring the leg to 
chest and stretch.

1. Hundred

Transition: Lie down on the mat and center  
yourself. 
Set up
Bend knees into your chest, bring forehead to  
your knees, extend legs out to tabletop position  
(knees over hips), reach arms long by your side.
Action
Vigorously pump your arms while you inhale  
for 5 counts and exhale for 5 counts  
(pump arms above the level of the hips).

4. Rolling like a Ball

Transition: From Single Leg Circles, hug both knees 
into chest, rock up to sitting and place your hands 
next to your hips; lift your sit bones and bring them 
as close to your heels as possible.
Set up
Place your hands behind your knees; lift your feet 
off the mat. Balance as you maintain the shape.
Action
Replace the above action with small rocking 
movements with a more open shape.

5. Single Leg Strech

Transition: From Rolling Like A Ball, place both feet 
on the mat with hands behind your buttocks; lift 
and place your pelvis back to the middle of the 
mat, center yourself, roll down to the mat, place 
head down, bring knees into chest.
Set up
Lift head and shoulders of the mat, place both 
hands on one knee, elbows wide. keep one knee 
into the chest as you extend the other leg out at a 
higher than 45 degree angle.
Action
With both hands on the bend knee, one on top of
the other (below kneecap), pull the leg into your
powerhouse. Change legs.

6. Double Leg Strech

Transition: From Single Leg Stretch, hug both 
knees into your chest, lower your head to the mat, 
rest.
Set up
Lift head and shoulders, place hands to the middle 
of shins.
Action
Hug both legs strongly while emptying your lungs 
completely. Inhale: Simultaneously extend both 
legs at a higher than 45 degree angle with arms 
overhead at a higher than 45 degree angle Circle 
arms sideways and around. Exhale: Hug the knees 
back into the chest.

8. Lower Lift

Transition: From Scissors bend knees into chest, 
rest head.
Set up
Place hands against sacrum, lift head, extend both 
legs up to ceiling (knees can remain slightly bent).
Action
Lower legs (staying at a higher than 45 degree 
angle) return to 90 degree angle.

7. Scissors

Transition: From Double Leg Stretch. Hug both 
knees into your chest, lower your head to mat, 
rest.
Set up
Lift head and shoulders off the mat, take hold of 
one leg behind the thigh, extend towards the cei-
ling; at the same time reach the other leg out on a 
high diagonal (higher than 45 degree angle). keep 
both legs soft.
Action
Double pulse the top leg into the powerhouse 
while the other reaches long. Change legs rhyth-
mically.

9. Criss Cross

Transition: From Lower Lift bend both knees  
into chest, rest head.
Set up
Lift head, hands behind neck, extend one leg 
out at a higher than 45 degree angle, twist to-
ward the bent knee, and open the opposite el-
bow back, both shoulder blades off mat.
Action
Pulse for 3 counts as you reach your elbow 
further back.

Consult your doctor in the case of health problems. These exercises are not suitable for pregnant women.
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Supported by:

Pilates
Yoga


